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Abstract---Transformer is very important equipment in the 

power system. It is required to design and analyze them as 

far as their efficient and reliable operation is concern. It is 

required to design transformer in such a way as the leakage 

reactance as much low as possible. This paper is related to 

FEM analysis of transformer for parameter variation like 

HV & LV winding gap spacing; HV &  LV winding height; 

HV & LV winding width and permeability of the core. All 

these parameters variations are simulated in FEMM 4.2 

software and their effects on leakage reactance are analyzed 

which gives the idea about how to reduce the leakage 

reactance. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The design of transformer using electromagnetic analysis is 

one of the most important aspects. For better design of 

transformer, it is required to use appropriate materials, their 

effective geometry, etc. Effective analysis of transformer 

design is essential for enhancing the reliability as well as for 

material  and cost optimization. 

As far as symmetrical and well defined path is 

concern, it is easy to apply mathematical and circuit 

approaches, but as geometry becomes unsymmetrical; large; 

the path becomes nonlinear and not well defined then above 

said two approaches are difficult to apply. So it is easy to 

apply field theory approach.  

There are various methods like Finite Difference 

Method (FDM), Finite Element Method (FEM), moment 

methods [1], among which FEM is easy to apply and 

analyzed the  symmetrical as well as unsymmetrical 

problems. In this research work, FEMM 4.2 software is used 

which uses FEM.  

Parameters of the transformer like HV & LV winding 

gap spacing; HV &  LV winding height; HV & LV winding 

width and permeability of the core are varied and their effect 

on leakage reactance are studied. Leakage indicates weak 

magnetic coupling of transformer. So it is required to 

minimize the leakage reactance which can suggest to 

improve the design of transformer. Here the energy obtained 

from the FEMM simulation is used to find out inductance 

using following basic formula, 

    ⁄                       (1.1 
Where,  

W=energy  

L= inductance  

I =current   

From this formula, inductance L and leakage reactance 

(XL) is calculated. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

There are different approaches like field theory approach, 

circuit approach and mathematical approach. As already 

explained in this article, field theory approach using FEM is 

better than other two.   

The problem in this research work is to calculate 

percentage Leakage reactance value at different field 

configurations.  Problem domain is enclosed in a boundary 

as this is FEM. It is 2D plane. Homogenous medium is 

considered. All these are simulated in Electromagnetic 

Problem of FEMM 4.2 which is having Laplace equation as 

governing Equation and it uses Dirichlet boundary 

condition. 

Steps For Solving Problem In FEMM  

 Define Approach: Electromagnetic, Electrostatic, Heat 

Flow or Current Flow   

 Define problem definition: Planner or axisymmetric  

 Draw geometry 

 Define properties like materials, boundary condition, 

etc. 

 Assign properties 

 Mesh formation  

 Simulate using solver  

 View results 

 Post-processing (getting desired performance 

parameters from the obtained field solution) 

III. BASE CASE SIMULATION 

This case study is taken from the article: Tutorial One 

simulated by Prof. S. V. Kulkarni, Electrical Engineering 

Department, IIT Bombay [2].  

Calculation of leakage reactance of transformer 

winding : 

31.5 MVA, 132 kV/33kV, Y/∆ - Transformer, Ampere-

turns: 137780. 

The dimensions of the transformer are given in Table 

I.(Axisymmetric Problem) and shown in fig. 1 

 

Core diameter   :   560 mm                  

 HV radial depth :   100 mm 

Core-LV gap   :  23 mm                     

LV radial depth :   70 mm 

LV-HV gap   :  50 mm                 

HV radial depth   :   100 mm 

N1 turns             :  1000   

N2 turns            :433                                  

εr of Core               :3000 

Table. 1: Dimension o*f Transformer 

Then percentage leakage reactance of transformer is 

calculated using FEM software. 
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Fig.1: Transformer dimensions(All the dimensions are in 

mm) 

 Calculation: A.

Current density δ = mmf/area  A/mm
2
 

δ on LV (Low Voltage)   

Side= 137780/(70*1260)= 1.562131519 A/mm
2
 

δ on HV (High Voltage)  

side=137780/(100*1260)= -1.093492063 A/mm
2 

Fig.2 shows the geometry of transformer in FEMM 4.2 

[3]. Fig. 3 for meshing and fig. 4 for flux density plot. Using 

FEM plot, Magnetic field energy W=2380.091 Joules 

IHV= AT/ (N) Ampere-turn/turns=137780/1000=137.780 

ILV= AT/ (N) Ampere-turn/turns=137780/433=318.1986 

    ⁄     

Therefore, 

Inductance L on HV side= 0.2508 H 

We are interested on HV side. 

Leakage reactance XL=2πfL Ω 

=78.1857 Ohm 

Base Impedance,Zb=V2/MVA 

= (132e3)2/(31.5e6) 

=553.1428 Ohm 

% Leakage Reactance %X = XL/ Zb * 100 % 

= 14.134% 

Using this technique we can find out the leakage 

reactance of transformer. 

 
Fig.2:Geometry of Transformer 

 
         Fig.3:Meshing of Transformer 

 
           Fig.4:Flux Density B (Tesla) Plot of Transforme 

IV. SIMULATION FOR PARAMETER VARIATION 

 Analysis of Various Cases A.

Here, the transformer simulation carried out for HV-LV gap 

variation, core permeability variation, and various cases of 

height and width variation of HV and LV windings. From 

simulation of this various cases, the magnetic field energy is 

measured and from that the percentage reactance is 

calculated. From the simulation results various graphs are 

plotted. 

Case 1: HV-LV winding gap spacing v/s percentage (%) XL 

(Leakage Reactance) 

 
Fig. 5:HV-LV winding gap spacing v/s % leakage reactance 

XL 
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HV-LV winding gap 

spacing (mm) 

%Leakage 

Reactance 

50 14.22243133 

70 17.22744846 

90 20.34256578 

Table. 2 :HV-LV GAP SPACING V/S % LEAKAGE 

REACTANCE 

Fig. 5: and table 2  shows that as HV-LV gap spacing is 

increased leakage reactance is also increased. 

Case 2:  Permeability v/s % XL (Leakage Reactance) 

 
Fig. 6: Permeability v/s %XL 

 

µ HV-LV Gap 

(50mm) 

HV-LV 

Gap 

(70mm) 

HV-LV Gap 

(90mm) 

3000 14.22243133 17.2274485 20.3425658 

4000 14.22326905 17.2284657 20.3438822 

5000 14.22392726 17.2292436 20.3447192 

Table. 3: Permeability And Hv Lv Gap Variation 

Fig.6 and table 3 shows that as permeability increases, % 

Leakage reactance (%XL) also increases. For Same value of 

permeability, increase in HV-LV Gap spacing value tends to 

increase in % Leakage Reactance (% XL). 

Case 3: Variation of height and width of HV and LV 

windings 

(a) HV winding height decreases 

 
Fig.7: HV height decrease (%) 

Fig.7:shows that as HV winding height is decreased 

keeping LV winding height as it is, the percentage leakage 

reactance is increased. 

(b) HV winding width decreases

 
Fig.8: HV winding width decrease (%) 

Fig. 8 shows that as HV winding width decreases, the 

percentage leakage reactance increases.  

(c) HV winding width increases 

 
Fig.9:HV width increase (%) 

Fig. 9 shows that as HV winding width increases, the 

percentage leakage reactance decreases.                                                                           

(d) LV winding height decreases 

 
Fig.10:LV Height decrease (%) 

Fig. 10shows that as LV winding height decreases, the 

percentage leakage reactance increases. 

(e) LV winding width decreases 

 
Fig.11: LV Width decrease (%) 
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Fig. 11 shows that as LV winding width decreases, the 

percentage leakage reactance increases. 

(f) LV winding width increases 

 
Fig.12: LV Width increase (%) 

Fig. 12 shows that as LV winding width increases, the 

percentage leakage reactance decreases. 

(g) LV-HV winding height increases 

 
Fig. 13: LV-HV Height increase (%) 

Fig. 13 shows that as LV-HV winding height 

increases, the percentage leakage reactance decreases. 

(h) LV -HV winding height decreases 

 
Fig.14:LV-HV Height decrease (%) 

Fig. 14 shows that as LV-HV winding height 

decreases, the percentage leakage reactance increases. 

(i)LV-HV winding width increases 

 
Fig.15:LV-HV Width increase (%) 

Fig. shows that as LV-HV winding width increases, 

the percentage leakage reactance decreases. 

(j) LV-HV winding width decreases 

 
Fig.16:LV-HV Width decrease (%) 

Fig. 16 shows that as LV-HV winding width 

decreases, the percentage leakage reactance increases. 

Case 4: Variation in LV-HV winding diameter 

 

 

                               Cases 

% 

Leakage 

Reactance 

(%XL) 

 

Comments 

1. Normal 14.22243 ------ 

2. LV outer diameter 

increase by10 mm 

14.59019 %XL will 

Increase 

3. LV inner diameter 

decrease by 10 mm 

13.43336 %XL will 

Decrease 

4. HV inner diameter 

decrease by 10 mm 

13.25421 %XL will 

Decrease 

5. HV outer diameter 

increase by 10mm 

14.72231 %XL will 

Increase 

Table. 4:Variation In Lv-Hv Diameter 

Table 4 shows, how percentage leakage reactance varies 

with variation in diameter of HV and LV winding.  

V. CONCLUSION 

It is concluded from the simulation result, as parameter of 

the transformer geometry and material varies, the leakage 

reactance also varies. It is required to reduced this leakage 

reactance value as low as possible. This improves the 

reliability and performance of the transformer. 
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